
T he poet and libertine adventurer Lord
Byron was twenty-four when he met
his first wife, Anna Isabella

Milbanke. Four years later Anna left Byron
and filed for divorce. Her daughter Ada was
only two months old, a tender age at which to
lose a father. Ada did not live to be old. She
died of cancer at 37. But she lived long enough
to make a mark on science that would echo
through the ages.

When his divorce was final, Lord Byron left
England for Europe. He traveled to Geneva,
Venice, Ravenna, Rome and Pisa, tabulating
romantic affairs in each city. Byron would
never again return to his home near Sherwood
Forest. In fact, in 1817 he sold Newstead
Abbey, his ancestral home.

In 1824 he caught a draught and expired. By
now Ada was nine. After age six months she
never again laid eyes on her father.

LITTLE ADA

Augusta Ada Lovelace was named after
Lord Byron’s cousin with whom he had an
affair. The English and Italian countryside was
dotted with women with whom Byron had dal-
lied. Anna Milbanke took an understandably
dim view of Byrons’ poetry, since it tended to
chronicle his affairs. His Don Juan cantos have
lodged the name of Don Juan in the language
and in the imaginations of lounge lizards
worldwide ever since.

Given this, Anna strongly wished for her
daughter not to become a poet or lady of let-
ters. Anna had an aptitude for math and
encouraged her daughter in that same direc-
tion. At the same time, the fact that a title had
been conferred on the mother (Lady Byron)
opened educational opportunities to the girl.
Anna engaged a math tutor.

All indications are that Ada Lovelace did
not lead a happy life. She died young, awash
in gambling debts and leaving three small chil-
dren behind. What is more, despite her own
early childhood training to the contrary, Ada
retained a love for poetic things until the end
of her short life. But following her mothers’
wishes, she pursued education as a “mathe-
matician and metaphysician.” Augustus
DeMorgan was Ada’s tutor. He was nine years
older than Ada and blind in one eye. When he
was named the first mathematics chair ever at
University College, London, he was all of 21.

By age eighteen Ada had become quite well
versed in math. Then she heard a lecture by
the man who would soon become the focus of
her lifes’ work, Charles Babbage.

BABBAGE, INVENTOR AND
MATH WHIZ

In 1828, Babbage had been named Lucasian
Professor of Mathematics at Cambridge, the

same position held by the then recently
deceased Sir Isaac Newton and currently held
by Stephen Hawking. Charles Babbage was a
Fellow of the Royal Society and co-founder of
both the British Association for the
Advancement of Science and the Royal
Astronomical Society. He was a close acquain-
tance of Charles Darwin, and wrote more than
eighty papers and books during his career.

THE DIFFERENCE ENGINE

The talk Ada heard Babbage give was on
the subject of the difference engine, or analyt-
ical engine, a design for a six-foot mechanical
calculating machine comprised of interlocking
gears and cams, powered by steam, intended
for use in generating tables. Programs were to
be entered to the machine by means of
punched cards. Babbage had begun designing
the difference engine after seeing Blaise
Pascal’s calculating machine, a device that
could add and subtract, and multiply by means
of repeatedly adding, or divide by repeatedly
subtracting.

Ada married the year after she met
Babbage, becoming the Countess of Lovelace
and subsequently bearing three children, but
her career as a programmer was just begin-
ning. In 1836 she was twenty-one and a new
mother. But she was hooked on mathematics,
and on the Babbage difference engine. She
began a correspondence with Charles Babbage
about the device that would continue until her
death in November of 1852.

In 1842, Ada read a paper about Charles
Babbage’s analytical engine, describing the the-
ory and function of the device. The paper was
written in French by Luigi Menebrea, the
Italian mathematician. Ada undertook to trans-
late the work into English. She also added her
own elaborate comments, and the result was
published in 1843. Babbage was moved to
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write that Ada Lovelace’s additions included “complicated programs of
her own, the most complex of these being one to calculate the sequence
of Bernoulli numbers.”

THE PROGRAM

The programs were to be entered on punched cards using a modified
version of the Jacquard weaving apparatus. Replacing the warp and woof
of weaving with binomials, Ada’s program would solve for the Bernoulli
sequence of polynomials, B*

n(x) with Bn = Bn(0) and B*
n = B*

n(0), no small
feat given that no such functional specification as Ada had written had
ever before been accomplished. Ada also functionally divided program-
ming into the functions of operations and variables, a distinction without
which programming would be very nearly impossible today.

For these accomplishments, Ada Lovelace has variously been cele-
brated as the first computer programmer, even though Babbage himself
in fact designed programs intended to run on the analytical engine, and
so did a small number of other people. It is fairly certain that Ada was
the worlds’ first female programmer, however.

While Babbage was ridiculed after his demise because of the never-
completed difference engine, he got his portrait published in
Mechanics Magazine in 1833. Ada Lovelace never did. She was buried
with her father in the family crypt in Nottingham.

ADA

But she achieved an honor unrealized by her mentor. In 1977, Ada
Augusta Lovelace became the beneficiary of a programming language
named in her honor. Before Ada was introduced, most government sys-
tems were implemented via embedded, hard-wired or microcoded sys-
tems. Ada has gone on to general acceptance as the programming lan-
guage of choice for those developing commercial or military aviation
applications, as well as some manufacturing, communications and
CAD. The strong data typing characteristics of Ada identify the lan-
guage as the Godchild of Ada Augusta Byron King, Countess of
Lovelace and software hacker of yore.  

Jim Rue writes about computers and conducts training and field service in
Orange County, CA. He can be reached at Caltrainer@NFWriter.com.
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